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Tick the correct answer for the following Questions:  

1. As Swami entered the school gate:  
i. An idea occurred to him  ii. He saw the headmaster  iii. Wanted to run away home  

2. What Samuel has done  
i. Is written in the letter   iii. Is a punishable offence   iii. Is very good and 

praiseworthy  
3. Samuel’s cheek was   

i. Shaven    iii. Unshaven    iii. Full of beard  
4. Samuel was  

i. Mathematics teacher   ii. English teacher   iii. Geography teacher  
5. Swami’s reply to his Father’s first question was   

i. Headache   ii. School  iii. Samuel  
6. Swami was   

i. An hour late   ii. 40 minutes late   iii. 30 minutes late  
7. What was an unexpected question from Samuel?  

i. Then why did you come at all?   
ii. Why did you come late?         
iii. What did your Father say?  

8. Samuel looked impressed because  
i. Swami came to school inspite of a headache  ii. Swami had done his home work   iii. Swami’s 

father said that he shouldn’t miss school  
9. The bell rang for the last period at  

i. 3.40   ii. 2.20   iii. 4.30  
10. Swami ran to the headmaster’s room and found ........  

i. The letter  ii. The room locked   iii. The peon cleaning the room 
11. Fill in the blank with the correct preposition: The peon told Swami that the Head master had gone 

____________ a week’s leave.  
i. On    ii. For   iii.   In   

12. Identify the type of sentence: Swami picked up his books and ran to the headmaster’s room.  
i. Simple   ii. Complex   iii. Compound  

13. Identify the clause: It was an idea which would justify the letter.  
i. Noun    ii. Adverb   iii. Adjective  

14. Identify the kind of Conjunction used in the sentence: Swami never met anyone as good as Samuel therefore 
he sat down feeling sad.  
i. Adversative   ii. Illative   iii. Cumulative  

15. Choose the correct way for changing the sentence into indirect speech: Swami said, “The Headmaster is on 
leave.” 
i. Swami said that the headmaster was on leave.  
ii. Swami said that the headmaster had gone on leave.  
iii. Swami said the headmaster is on leave.  
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